Slide notes: the online video is available at the below link

http://breeze.sco.gwu.edu/tnpwd4u.m3xikk/
Log on EAS - R12 Oracle
Enter your EAS User ID and Password
Basic Navigation

Slide notes

Notes

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Your assigned responsibilities ... choose one

You can create quick links to your common Oracle forms and any url (webpage) ... more to come in training
Slide notes: The actions available to the selected responsibility are listed to the right. The bold headings correspond to the menu responsibility actions available in 11i.

Notes
Slide notes: The icons give an indication on the type of oracle form: the page icon opens web forms and the spreadsheet icon opens standard Oracle forms.
Going Back to 'Oracle Application Home Page'

Notes

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
Slide notes: To return to the ‘Oracle Application Home Page’ from a standard Oracle form, click the minimized browser link and select ‘Oracle Application Home Page’
Slide notes

Notes

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
Slide notes: To view an example of a web form click ‘Notification Summary’
Slide notes: Many Oracle web forms will have a ‘Home’ link to return to the Oracle Application Home Page. In some cases the web form has a ‘Close Page’ link to close the page and the Oracle Application Home Page is minimized.

Notes

---

---

---

---
Using the 'Top Hat' to Change Responsibilities

Slide notes

Confidential
Close the existing Oracle form

Slide notes

Notes

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
You are back at the form ‘Navigator’ ... Press the Top Hat
Choose your next Responsibility
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Slide 33 - Slide 33
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Press OK
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Slide 34 - Slide 34

Selected Responsibility is active
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________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
Primer Complete

- Repeat Primer
- Repeat from Basic Navigation
- Repeat From Oracle Application Home Page
- Repeat from Top Hat use

Press button to repeat sections
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